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THEOLOGICAL REFELCTION Methods 

Elaine Graham, Heather Walton, Frances Ward 

SCM 2005 

Tidball suggests six periods of pastoral/practical theology: 

• concern to build one another up in faith -> 200AD 

• Pastoral care and moral theology in clerical framework 

• post-Enlightenment ‘applied’ theology (Schleiermacher – Historical, 

Philosophical, Practical. Pastoral was hints and helps also-ran) 

• Professionalisation of Clergy – early 20th Cent 

• Therapeutic sciences, psychology – clinical application – later 20th Cent 

• Hermeneutic questioning of psychology & clerical paradigms – the faith of the 

church working out in practice in the world. 

 

Profound shifts 1950s on: (in the light of a War?) 

• Baptism not Ordination – priesthood of all believers – ‘from below’ 

• Theology from Experience - Democratisation of theol (from Liberation 

theol) 

• Purpose of Theology is now Christian Living not Liberal Musing (move 

from German to American culture?) 

• Crisis of confidence in liberal clergy – old methods and ends? 

• Discovery of ‘learning’ method and theory (Kolb 1984) 

“theology emerges as a practical problem-solving and inductive discipline, which 

connects with practical issues in a way that illuminates and empowers.”5 

[the task is discipleship & citizenship] – no longer helping clergy as therapists & 

managers. 

 

Some think it’s a passing phase but: 

Theology has always been contextual, with practical intention of  

1. nurture of members 

2. building community of faith 

3. communicating faith to world – mission 

[4. enable prophecy – spying out God in world and transformation] 

1. THEOLOGY BY HEART Living Human Document 
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God experienced as personal, intimate, speaking through the interiority of human 

experience. 

 

Examples:.  

Journaling (Wesley),  

autobiography,  

psychotherapeutic accounts,  

Verbatims,  

Confessions of Augustine, Psalm 139,.   

 

Influences: Freud, Jung, Wm James, 

 

Critique:  

lead to action? Writing is elitist?  Allows new objectivity. 

  

 

2. SPEAKING IN PARABLES  Constructive Narrative Method 

Constructing meaningful stories from their experience of God in their life. Scripture 

woven into alternative experiences. Stories are told.  

 

Examples: Jesus’ teaching by hyperbole and whiplash; Deep Literature, Storytelling,  

Perpetua’s dream of a dragon (v early 200AD), story of Margery Kempe (first Eng 

autobiography 1400) Pilgrim’s Progress (1660), Narnia,  

Feminist story. Only story can come near that depth of suffering. 

 

Influences:  

Stephen Crites (1971 US) Human consciousness takes narrative form. 

Paul Ricoeur Metaphor pushes language to its limits – taking you beyond. So 

holocaust can be redeemed (in tension) by story-telling. 

 

Critique: 

Can we so easily fuse divine and human horizons? 

[How do we know when a story is ‘true’?] 

3. TELLING GOD’S STORY 
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Bible draws us into its world and we do the same as Js by habit (mind of Xt). Radical 

identification with ‘the Story’. Counter-cultural. 

 

Examples:  Eucharistic sharing ‘do this in remembrance’, St Francis, Jesuit 

Exercises, Yoder’s cruciform Church in small communities. 

 

Influences:  

Barth: read Gospel as realistic fiction creating convincing world of meaning 

into which we are drawn. 

Frei,  ‘eat the words of scripture.’  

 Hauerwas: story of Jesus is a social ethic made real in life of Church. 

– so live it out in communities as resident aliens. 

 

Critique: 

How can we get back into bible reality without overlaying with contemporary 

assumptions? Tracy says this marginalises prophetic or mystical readings. Who 

gets to tell the Story? Where is ‘the’ Jesus Story? 

 

 

 

4. WRITING THE BODY OF CHRIST Corporate Theol Reflection 

Looking at NT seeing communities behind text – creating community with memory 

& moral reasoning shaped by a particular motif, image or metaphor. The 

congregation thus formed then expresses its theology and learns it.   

 

Examples:  

 Paul’s concern for establishing churches 

Benedict’s Rule, a replica of eternity. The Beguines (crusaders’ widows) 

Bonhoeffer’s Life Together,  real christian life and illusory society 

Emerging Church, Liquid Church, Fresh Expressions:  

formed around a central motif of change in society. 

 Base Communities. 
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Influences:  

L Boff’s Ecclesiogenesis, engagement with social issues that makes these 

communities key. 

Browning: community of memory and moral reasoning.  

Fowler: Stages of Faith corporate/congregation growth. 

 

Critique: 

 Questions of power within 

Body of Christ is manifested in many contexts and intimately connected to the 

life of God. 

 

 

 

5. SPEAKING OF GOD IN PUBLIC Correlative Method 

 

Dialogue between Christ & Culture. All Christians are in contemporary context and 

Christian truths must work with that.  

Apologetics when it expounds, & Dialectic when it sees God in a secular place. 

 

Examples: (many different styles!) 

Paul in Athens: harnesses Greek thought forms as revelation of God. 

Justin: cites Greek philosophers. (as do Clement of Alex, Irenaeus)    

Aquinas: Aristotle Natural Law–no contradiction of revelation & natural order  

so five arguments use natural law. 

Schleiermacher: (father of liberal theology) experience before ritual form 

Rahner: aggiornamento ~ openness towards world, a servant church of Vat2. 

Tillich uses humanistic therapeutic language for truths about Ground of Being 

Whiteheads: Tradition, Personal Exp & Culture(soc sciences etc) for decision.      

Feminists: tradition is revealed from experience. 

 

Critique: 

How to discern what are the contemporary sources/issues? 

Sufficiently critical of Zeitgeist? 

6. THEOLOGY IN ACTION  Praxis 
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Performative knowledge – value-committed action. Talk about God must be in 

conformity with liberating action. Practice is origin and goal of theology. Very 

biblical  Task is to proclaim to dehumanised that they are God’s children, not to 

preach to unbelievers. 

 

Examples: 

Matthew 25:31-46:  /cries from Egypt/ Micah 6:8 

Gregory Pastoral Rule. From problems of power to spirituality, not technique 

Quakers: ‘that of God in everyone’ expectant waiting ‘Let your lives speak’ 

 

Realisation: 

Paulo Friere (Brazil)– banking vs. conscientization,  adult literacy. 

Joe Cardijn see judge act.  

Medellin 68 Option for the poor.  

Gutierrez: ‘critical reflection on praxis’  Unity of worship, doctrine and action. 

 

A distinctive Method: the Pastoral Cycle. 

Segundo’s Liberation of Theology ~ ‘hermeneutical circle’  of four 

Moments.    1982, 32  [LDT 1990, P to Powerless 1987 uses it unknowingly] 

1. Immersion; (not applied!) our own complicit experience in oppression 

2. Critical Understanding.  From anecdotal to critical analytical. 

3. Hermeneutic Mediation: a book of life not of curious stories 

4. Practical Mediation: 

 

Elaine Graham:  Transforming Practice (2002) 

1. We are no longer ‘certain’ so where’s our authority?  Post-modernity has 

questioned many of the accepted norms of Enlightenment culture on which we base 

thinking.   Multiplicity of narratives! 

2. It’s all so cerebral and rational! Most people just inhabit culture – and traditions, 

but we help to make it too ~ we live a tradition into the next generation. [We play our 

part and that is relational and so ‘true’ even though cloaked in mystery. Mystery is 

always the best bit of relationships, but only if we continue to engage, which remains 

the imperative.] 

3. The canon of Tradition has excluded many voices, so it requires rigour. 
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Critique: 

Not bringing belief but liberation. 

Missio Dei is ‘let my people go free’ not bringing non-believers to belief 

Tied to notions of secular (humanist) Utopia at expense of God? 

 

 

7. THEOLOGY IN THE VERNACULAR    Local Theology 

To understand culture from within in order to respond ~ planting or 

treasure hunt? 

 

Examples: 

Day of Pentecost – ‘in all languages’ from Jewish origins. Problems Acts15 so shaped 

message accordingly throughout Acts.  ‘All things to all men.’ 

 

Justin Martyr – use the local prevailing thought forms 

Tertullian – distinctiveness vs local culture – Tertullian what has Athens Jrm? 

Erasmus – 1500 & humanism. 

Bart. de las Casas. Critic of SA conquest. Christ scourged in the Incas. 

 

Colonial mission – civilising mission vs primitive cultures. 

Vatican 2 – human dignity. Allowed local dioceses to articulate in own terms. 

 

Robert Schreiter Constructing Local Theologies 1985 using Clifford Geertz. 

Decipher the clues in everyday culture.  Many local theologies arise.   

What prevents relativism? ~ The New Catholicity sets criteria incl worship, praxis, 

other church congregations. 

 

Universalism vs Glocalisation – where is the ‘local’ culture? Modernity 

privileged time over place, but we analyse creation, technologies, land, home. make 

sense of world through place too. Megachurches ignore local place!  But NT is more 

‘universal’ love than the OT local Land and Temple (cf Pentecost). 

 


